procedure to accept the languages, we give a framework of inductive inference of formal languages [3] .
An EFS is a triplet consisting of a set C of symbols, a set II of predicate symbols and a set I' of definite clauses. The clauses in r use patterns in (X U X)+ as terms, where X is a set of variables. By introducing a new function symbol cons and assuming its associativity with an equality theory E .,,, = (con+ons(x, Y), 2) = cons( x, cons(y, Z))})
EFS is now in the framework of the logic programming schema given by Jaffar et al. [8] . By using unification under EasSOC, words in C+ are treated as arguments of atoms without translating them into first order terms.
There are two problems on the SLD-resolution when we infer negated atoms. One is existence of infinitely many unifiers for two atoms, even maximally general, This prevents us finding a proper completed definitions of EFS's to treat the negation as failure rule. The other problem is existence of infinite derivations. They make it difficult to reject atoms in the least Herbrand model.
In the note we give solutions for these problems, When we use the SLD-resolution to accept languages defined by EFS's, we assume that every refutation begins from a ground goal. Under the assumption we solve the first problem by introducing the variable-bounded EFS. The variable-bounded EFS is powerful enough because it has been shown, by simulating Turing Machines, that every recursively enumerable languages is definable by a variable-bounded EFS [3] . The solution for the second problem is to bound the length of every SLD-derivation.
We present it an algorithm to decide whether a ground atom is in the least Herbrand model or not. We introduce the weakly reducing EFS as a class of EFS's where our algorithm is a complete realization of the closed world assumption.
ELEMENTARY FORMAL SYSTEM
We start with recalling the definitions of EFS. Let C, X, and II be mutually disjoint sets. We assume that C and II are finite. We refer to C as alphabet, and to each element of it as symbol, which will be denoted by a, b, c, . t . , to each element of X as variable, denoted by x, y, z, . . . and to each element of I'I as predicate symbol, denoted by p, q, . . . , where each of them has an arity.
Definition.
A word over a set A is a finite sequence of elements of A. A+ denotes the set of all words over the set A without the empty word.
A term of S is an element of (C U X)'. A ground term of S is an element of X+. Terms are also called patterns.
~e~ni#ion. An atomic formula (or atom for short) of S is an expression of the form P(T,,...r r,,), where p is a predicate symbol in II with arity n and 7i, . . . , 7, are terms of S. The atom is ground if r,, . . . , 7, are all ground.
A well-formed formula, a clause, the empty clause, a definite clause, a goal clause, a substitution, and a variant of a clause are defined in the same way as in the first order predicate logic. A substitution 0 is denoted by a set { x, := 7,) . . . , x, := T-,,} where x,,.,., x, are distinct variables and rr, . . . , T,, are terms. We put cZom(B) = (X,,...,
x-1. The substitution is ground if every ri is ground.
rendition (Smully~ [12] ). An elementary format system (EFS for short) S is a triplet (Z:, II, I'), where I' is a finite set of definite clauses. The definite clauses in I' are called axioms of S.
Notation.
1.
3.
4. 5.
6.
For a term ?r, for an EFS S = (C, IT, I'). #(U) denotes the cardinality of a set U. For an EFS S = (C, IT, I') and perI with arity n, we define Z(S,P) = ((71 t..., r&(Zl+)"; P(',,.. .,r,)ETsto).
'Precisely speaking, he used the provability in Smullyan [ 121. In case n = 1, L( S, p) is a language over X. A language L E C+ is definable by an EFS or an EFS language if such S and p exist. 
dam(B) c u((Y) U u(P).
Note that the definition of unifiers is declarative, that is, we have not introduce any unification algorithm yet.
An SLD-derivation for EFS is formally defined with a computation rule, which selects an atom from every goal clause such as in Lloyd [9] .
Definition. Let S be an EFS, G be a goal of S, and R be a computation rule. An SLD-derivation from G is a sequence of triplets (Gi, Bi, Ci) (i = 0, 1, . . . > which satisfies the following conditions:
1. Gi is a goal, Bi is a substitution, Ci is a variant of an axiom of S, and G, = G.
2. u(C;) II u(Ci) = 4 (i #j), and u(C,) fl u(G) = 6 for every i. A,,, is a selected atom of Gi, and G,+, is a resolvent of Gi and Ci by ei.
We call an SLD-derivation simply a derivation. For a finite derivation (Gi, Bi, Ci) (i = 0,. . . , n), we define its length as n. A finite derivation ending with the empty goal 0 is called an SLD-refutation, or refutation for short. A derivation is finitely failed with depth n if its length is n and there is no axiom which satisfies the condition 3 for the selected atom of the last goal. 
Definition. A derivation (Gi

VARIABLE-BOUNDED EFS
When we use the derivations to accept the languages defined by an EFS, we can assume that every derivation starts from a ground goal. 
Definition.
Lemma 1. Let a! and /3 be a pair of atoms and cy be ground. Then every unifier of Q! and p is ground and U((Y, 0) is finite and computabie.
PROOF. It is sufficient to show the result in the case that (Y =p( rl, . . . , T,) and P=P(T,,.'.' x,). At first we show that U(T~, xi) is finite and computable. Suppose a substitution 0 is in U(T~, ?ri>. Then dam(8) = v(?T~), x0 is ground, and ) x0 ) s ) 7;)
for ever xedom(@). Thus V( ri, A~) is obtained by generating a finite and computable set S(T~, zi) = 10 \ dam(e) = ~(a,), xB is ground, and 1 x0 1 5 17i 1 for every xedom( @)I, and testing every element 0 of S(ri, 7ri) to see whether r1 = xi0 or not.
Since a unifier of 01 and /3 is also a unifier of 7i and 7ri for i = 1, . . . , n, U( a, 0) can be computed by testing every tuple of (a,, . . . , n,,) where a,~ U(T~, ni) to see whether EY = fiat . . . ts_ or not.
Lemma 2. Let S be a variable-bounded EFS, and G be a ground goal. Then every resolvent of G is ground, and the set of all the resolvents of G is finite and computable.
The EFS defined in Example 2 is variable-bounded. From Lemma 1 the completion of an EFS can be defined in the same way of the ordinal logic programming with an equality theory E* 7 is a ground term, x is a term, BSSOC = 7 = a-, v~~,eq~(ei~ ando,,..., ek are all unifiers of K and 7 '
where eqn(0) = (x, = 7, A -+ * AX, = T,,) for a substitution 0 = { x, := 7,) . . . , x, :== T,,) , and eqn(E) = true for the empty substitution E. By Lemma 2 and K6nig's Lemma, the negation as failure rule is complete with respect to the completion of EFS. 
Theorem 1. For any variable-bounded EFS S and A EB(S)
WEAKLY EDUCING EFS
In this section we give a method of avoiding infinite derivations as an algorithm to decide whether a ground atom A is in Tst w or not. We make use of a recursive function fs such that
AETsto~AET,lfs(A). Example 3. Let S = ({a, b), { p], I') with '= { ;j;:;(b)]' and fs( A) = 1 for every A EB(S). Then
AETstwoAETstfs(A) for every A EB( S).
Since every recursively enumerable language in X + is definable by a variable-bounded EFS [3], the fs does not exist for every S. We give a class of EFS's in which the fs always exists and computable from the syntax of S. It is decidable whether an EFS is weakly reducing or not by the following lemma.
De$nition.
Lemma 3. Let A and B be a pair of atoms. Then A0 z (>)Bd for any substitution 3 if and oniy if
IAl++Bl,
for any variable x.
The proof of Lemma 3 is similar to Lemma 2.1 in [3] . Both EFS's in Example 2 and in Example 3 are weakly reducing. Now we give the main theorem.
Theorem 2. Let S = (C, n , I') be a weakly reducing EFS. Then AETstw*AETst#(B(S)(,A,).
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PROOF.
It suffices to prove the * part. First we show that
The c part is proved directly from the definition. Suppose BE( T,t k + 1) ) n. (ho).
Moreover,if(TstK)),,=(TstK+l)),
from equation (1). Since (T, t k) ) n C B(S) ( n and B(S) ( n is finite, (T,tk)l"=(T,t#(B(S)I"))(, (kr 0wl.)).
By the equations (2) and (3), we get
(T,tk)l.C(T,t#(B(S)ln,)(, @rob
Now let A E T, t k for some k. Then
AE(T.0)
I ,A, qTst#(B(w ,A,))llA, c W#(BWl ,A,)'
and this shows the =) part of the theorem.
(2)
From the above theorem, we get the intended algorithm by bounding the length of derivation from +A. It is also decidable from Lemma 3 whether an EFS is weakly reducing or not. If S is reducing, there is no infinite derivation from +-A andthus T'tw=B(S)-T'io. It is shown in [3] , by simulating linear bounded automatons, that every context-sensitive language L C C + is definable by a weakly reducing EFS. We give a result on the class of languages defined by reducing EFS's. 
Theorem 3. Let S be a weakly reducing EFS. If A E T, t w, then there is a refutation from + A with length less than or equal to dep( lob(S), # ( B(S)
)
RELATION TO OTHER WORKS
The unification of a ground term and a term possibly with variables is NP-complete [S] (see also [I] ). More precise results were discussed in [3] . CLP (C'), which is an instance of CLP (X) [7] , would be another formalization of EFS as logic programming if we could give an algorithm to test the uni~ability of two patterns. Makanin [lo] showed the existence of the algorithm. Fitting [6] formalized EFS as logic programming in the case that terms are elements of CfU X, not (L: U X)+. In the formalization the procedural semantics is out of consideration.
The original theory of EFS given by Smullyan [12] uses the elements of (C U X)+ U ( Aj as terms, where h represents the empty word. In this case, a derivation for EFS can be formalized in the same way as that in this paper. However, the results on weakly reducing EFS do not always hold because the empty word may be substituted for variables and thus Lemma 3 does not hold.
For traditional logic programming, an algorithm same as in Section 5 has been pointed out by Arimura [4] . He has formalized the weakly reducing programs in the ordinal logic programming possibly with negated atoms in the bodies. He has shown the completeness of the algorithm with respect to the perfect model semantics.
